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“The All of Creation is calling all of Itself in to complete its own greater
purposes. This vastness is ‘home’, and each miniscule part of Itself has a
home within this vast home.”

“We are developing our self-identification as spiritual beings and not as
human beings. Our greater spiritual selves are completing their
learning of lower levels of density. Where there is a mutuality of
spiritual evolution, our greater totality moves further into its evolution
as creator beings.”

“Please remember, being humanly embodied or not, being confused
about ones true nature or not, does not affect or define the true reality
of ones true nature.”

Preface to Update #13
I wish to say again here that those who are here reading this are among the most
spiritually aware on the planet and that you are, in effect, stand-ins for countless
others. When you solve a spiritual problem, you solve it for many others. When
you move on in your spiritual evolution, you widen the avenues for countless
others.
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This entire A-List Update is like a preface to something more that is in the
process of being composed as it is happening. Please feel free to skip through
these as you like. Some were posted to the NES forums, others were not.
The period from the very end of November into the first week of December was
marked by dramatic purgings of darkness from this realm and the influx of the
higher Light. Some here have reported some very dramatic changes in their
physical, energetic, consciousness states.
I also recommend reading the 2011 A-List Updates, starting with the last one
(#12 July 2011 –http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-April-July2011.pdf ).
All published material is available at http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html to
read or download as a PDF. A link to the secure Adobe site for Acrobat Reader is
at the top of the page. Be sure it is “enabled” in your browser.
These series of “A-List” Updates is unusual in that most of the material is simply
presented in order in which it was prepared and, due to its length, has been
divided into four parts: #13 December; #14 November; #15 October; #16
November; and #17 December. To bring everyone up to present, I am presenting
in reverse order. A follow-up maybe be ready before the end of the year.
These were all written directly in response to the flow of a complex process that
many are consciously going through. These are being published so that they may
be shared and considered by as many who are called to this work. There are only
a few basic themes throughout. I shall not try to explain how all this works with
me, only to say that it has become part of my daily practice, usually ongoing
throughout the day.
As soon as I have finished editing each of these will send it out as a new A-List
Update. So after four months of not hearing from me, you will have what I was
“saving up” while we prepared to move again, this time to a more permanent
location. In all, roughly 150 pages total between all four. Each one will carry a
suitable title in the subject heading.
In subsequent Updates we will be discussing more of spiritual psychology –
human and other –in the context of the ascension and descension process. This
of course focuses on the spiritual nature of individuation. There are major
changes occurring at a high level and these are linking up with the levels that
approach and connect with the 3d human-Earth. In discussing all this, we will
revisit “new creation” process and how this connects with the changes occurring
at this level as well with a “new earth” and “new human”. This may seem to be
quite a stretch, but these changes have been long in process and much
anticipated. They are not going to happen overnight or according to any human
calendar or “righteous” human thinking “for peace” or “against war” or to “save
the planet”.
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As always, monitor the NES Forums http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/.
Increasingly, the New Earth Summit site is devoted more to spiritual evolution,
with less content on the endless dramas and conflicts of the virtual reality of the
social human local/global realm or including the fantasies of various
disinformation sources. After all, we mostly covered all this one to three years in
advance to prepare everyone for the collapse of human civilization!
Please know that I am very aware of how difficult these times are, especially for
those who are becoming more spiritually aware.
It is both frustrating and exciting to those who are well engaged with
preparations for “graduating” from their human earthly experiences.
At our higher levels, there will be much gravity and levity as so many will be
comparing notes with one another.
On the one hand there are vestiges of positive and negative attachments to
human 3d existence, on the other hand there is the excitement and growing sense
of freedom of realizing who/what you truly are.
Given the relative freshness of one’s current human lifetime of memories and
extant associations/attachments with the human 3d realm, it can be both very
frustrating as well as exciting and tantalizing when one begins to “smell” the “new
air” and to sense the newness of something so unfamiliar to the human state of
being, engrossed as it is in 3d physical density experiencing. As we move into our
larger state of being, all this and more will come into a natural and nearly
immediate “sensibleness”.
This new series of the A-List Update is in many respects a response to requests
for support and help by so many, but I would also warn that it will not please
everyone --and some may find it disturbing.
I would emphasize that attending to your own “completion” process is
paramount.
And there is another “but” …there are two facets to this “detachment and
completion” process.
One is that of completion of your existence through the human realm, including
detachment from ties that bind you to the human realm – personal or collective.
The other is the process of completing your awareness of your own true nature.
As long as you believe you are a human or a human self, you will be continually in
conflict to some degree with you true nature as an aspect of a spiritual being that
cannot possibly fully inhabit the human vehicle or the human realm on Earth. To
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puzzle some further, there is no inherent contradiction or conflict between what
sees it itself as an awakening human self and the larger self it is a part of.
Imagine you were wearing a heavy backpack or clothing and fell into the water.
Help is available but you have become unaware of the heavy backpack that you
really no longer need and that perhaps has also become stuck in some bottom
gunk. And so you keep asking for help, but the “rescue” line may not have the
lifting capacity to lift you, your backpack, and the gunk that it may be snagged in.
Try to loosen or remove the back pack straps. It might have been helpful in
getting you to the water’s edge, but it was not meant for you to swim with.
-ASK

Introduction to this Series of the A-List Update
I will say this now and discuss it further in this Update and those that follow:
The human personality self is primarily the result of a higher self/soul being
infusing an aspect of itself into a human form. The human form in its
“native state” is a social-tribal animal that has an internally conflicting selfawareness of being an individual.
So as not to diminish the evolutionary potential of the human template and form,
but the realization of this potential primarily governed by the light body and the
respective consciousness that has primary responsibility. The present level of
human consciousness and the higher level beings that have primary
responsibility of their human host presence are not at a stage that such an
evolutionary leap is possible. There are a rarified fraction that are close to this
qualitative change of state, but they will not be showing themselves to humans
under the present circumstances.
So all this talk about upgrading of human DNA, and fears that ones DNA is not
up to par is ridiculous. Even so, there are those who will take various substances
and or go to workshops, or gurus, etc., and all the rest of the misdirection and
distraction of so many new age distortions. It is not unlike giving humans the
ultimate in “free energy”. What would they do with it? It would only facilitate a
faster destructive implosion and facilitate the spread of a diseased state of
existence more widely beyond this planet. Given the state of human
consciousness, hypothetically speaking, what would it do with advanced light
bodies --if it were made possible? Spread a diseased state of being to higher
vibratory states? Consider the implications of this.
The first step is the correction and transformation of the state and structure of
consciousness and the correction and transformation of the state of 3d matter
density –including its associated biological forms and systems. This must also
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take place in a larger context of the correction and transformation of the
creational space as well.
And yes, this is all now underway. These recent months and weeks have shown
dramatic changes already. The new human creation patterns are also in
preparation.
However it may be, this problematic operating system facilitates the involvement
of a higher level being that is performing its own version of creation
individuation, as it seeks to learn more about the dynamics of creation. This
impulse echoes the individuation of the soul or higher self from a yet larger level
of consciousness. As it is in the human levels, there are large disparities between
the development of each of these larger soul beings/higher selfs. Hence the
experience of each, right down through each human presence, will eventually be
exquisitely unique.
We have discussed all this in many different ways over recent years. But it is time
to be more and more explicit to help those who are still shaking the sleep from
their inner knowing.
~~
Some are still looking for an interdimensional portal or a friendly spaceship.
While it is ridiculous to dismiss such things as too “fantastic”, the main physical
material vehicle for us remains this planetary body and our own personal body.
But, like any rocket “launch vehicle”, often the body is left behind while the main
“payload” (our consciousness and energy body) continues on a higher trajectory.
From my various perspectives, “you” are not your human body, your DNA, or
anything else of “material substance” in 3d.
“You” are the result of a portion of your larger being extending something if itself
into this level of density. In this case, it is a human bio-vehicle that comes
equipped with basic firmware and an operating system. Flawed as the whole
package may be, it is still a viable and valuable way for individuations of The All
of Creation to reach into its own deepest recesses, even those that have become
overwhelmed by the disease of the Dark. As to the whys and wherefores of all
this, we will do our best to explain in this and subsequent installments of the AList Updates. Early material is constantly being published to NES forums. Some
remarkable breakthroughs are occurring and “indications of evidence” of this is
in the recent NES postings.
Many persist in asking what is next in the ascension process. We have offered a
version of a “fast track” on spiritual psychology and various useful tools and
exercises, they are a broad-based support system and are not the “main event”.
Underlying all this is the role of focused pure intent.
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Central to the process has to do with “completions” at various levels, from your
human self through your higher levels. This involves more than simply being
“complete” with your human identifications and attachments. It also has to do
with truly realizing who and what you are.
The main energetic vehicle is our larger being that has projected something of
itself, usually for the duration of our human lifespan. The mutual connection and
high attractors between the humanly focused portion and the higher vibrational
portions of your total being is of greatest importance.
As a self with a human presence, you have an active role to play by staying
focused and in participating in energetic unification with your greater self and the
Higher Oneness. As a focus of awareness for the greater self, the human self has
another role in all this, to participate and facilitate higher spiritual learning for its
entire larger being. By “spiritual learning” I am referring not to mantras,
movements, or theoretical ideas. What I am referring to is what has been learned
of the nature of 3d density and all that has come to bear upon this vibrational
level of existence.
This is a direct experiential learning based upon direct observation, interaction,
testing, and ongoing reflection and contemplation of the deeper meaning of this
level of existence. It is essential to the “completions” process of each higher level
being.
Myriad selfs with a human presence represent myriad facets of learning about 3d
and much more.
It is an enormous achievement for those who can orient themselves this way
while embodied. This contributes directly into learning for the larger Creation as
well. Yes, indeed.
As to the rapidly deterioriating human-earth social and physical environment,
one practical response is to find every way possible to make oneself as
comfortable as possible and to buffer your self from all unwanted human and
environment disturbances for as long as possible and appropriate to your
spiritual development. For some it this can tend toward solitude, for others it
may tend more toward community with others who are in close resonance.
As always, this really is a private and individual conversation that takes place
amongst you and your higher levels.
It is not known what the capacity will be of our higher levels of being to retrieve
lost fragments of themselves, particularly those lost in this fallen realm. Everyone
is aware one type of such fragmenting, floating around as “ghosts” of formerly
incarnate humans. Why have these fragments not been reconnected to their
primary soul body? In so many instances, these fragments seem unaware they are
in some in between realm. But then there is the question of why they are not
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“taken in” by the larger being that initially was involved through these human
vehicles. I do not have a definite answer to offer, except to say that this is only
one indicator of how serious the problems have been in this fallen realm and
points to limitations in the ability of our higher level being to properly account
for all of itself. In interacting with such “ghosts” of human selfs, so often it is
simply help them return back to their ocean of Source and to let go of the
illusions of their former existence.
Does this sound familiar? Instead of “ghosts” of those not embodied, substitute
“humans”. Now imagine how it might be helping humans to let go of the illusions
of what they imagine to be “life” (existence) and return to their higher levels of
being or Source.
I would also add that this occurs in other locales in the fallen sector with other
sorts of beings from other planets, etc. not of Earth. But it is not as pronounced
as it is here. Yes, there are also those larger soul beings that have become
“seriously lost” in the sense of lacking an adequate connection to Source. But
“The All” is calling all of itself in, like a homing beacon and tractor beam. So all
will is not lost, at least to my perspectives on this.
Now to dive in to the major changes going on and preparations by those who are
more aware of these, I would like to recapitulate some stages that I am aware of
that pertain to preparations for what is coming.
The first steps involve the internal completions and the summarizing of ones indepth learning from 3d processes, as I have discussed in various ways over the
recent year or two.
Then there is the question of your real, true nature as a sentient being.
What does “human” really mean? What is the human self? Who or what are
“you”?
Are you a human who is having a spiritual experience?
Or a spiritual being having a human experience?
…Or perhaps a spiritual being having a human experience of reconnecting
to a memory of being a spiritual being who (you discover) is having a
spiritual experience of density that involves an aspect of your true self
being expressed and experienced through this human vehicle?
Relatively few spiritual teachers encouraged such a dangerous line of exploration
and usually offered no specific answers, only guidance and encouragement to
keep looking deeper within and higher in vibratory consciousness. But in their
time on earth, there were not the larger changes occurring, as they are now to the
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entirety of the reality we now find ourselves in. At best, they could only infer
these things.
This is a central element to the ascension and transformation process for those
who are placing, ahead of all mundane considerations, their spiritual nature and
evolutionary growth as a spiritual being.
Okay, so now the “secret” is out.
Those who are focused on themselves and others as “humans” need to look
deeper and further. By this, I am not saying that everyone focused on the problem
of the “human question”, however they may be viewing it, is wrong. Rather that
99% of those focused upon this are most likely to find only larger “loopings” that
fall back upon themselves.
When we are accessing the higher Oneness state and developing an expanded
awareness that is “outside the box” of human-self centeredness, outside the box
of the fallen zone of creation, it is easier to assemble a larger frame of reference
that indicates our true origins. If the material we are presenting provides at least
some clues in advance, then it has served its purpose.
~~
There will be many more millions of humans protesting or being manipulated
into taking to the streets as an act of protest. This is not part of a genuine “social
revolution”. Not in the USA, not in Egypt, not in any significant country of the
world. More than ever, these are mostly coordinated to manipulate humans into
participating in variations of social control models. What mass involvement there
is, generally harnesses the anger and frustration of humans and channels it into
various control agendas.
~~
I also wish to say that a massive capacity of the correction energies from the
highest levels of creation are literally “parked” here overlapping and intersecting
the fallen sector of creation. These energies are “embodied” by beings of an
enormous collective consciousness and scope of existence. Within these, some are
working on the new creation patterns, some are attending to the alterations of
reality and the corrections to all levels of vibrational manifestation. Some are
keeping a close watch on the situation here, and yes, that of humans on earth.
That said, it would be ludicrous to even suggest that one “pray” to these beings to
ask for economic prosperity, or anything else that is based in the human 3d
surreality matrix. In effect such “requests” are roughly equivalent to wanting to
perpetuate the entire distorted field of existence that has been the norm for a very
long time here. Such “desires” are the province of those who are remain
unconscious and asleep at the higher and or lower human levels. And there are
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those beings here, that for whatever reasons, wish to prove to themselves at some
level that this realm is without any intrinsic value. Some are those who you would
find are continually in a state of inner turmoil and anger –even including a wide
brush or indiscriminate anger with various spiritual levels of intelligence. These
aberrations of consciousness are mostly traceable back to interferences by the
Dark.
Of course there is a form of lower level of responsibility, etc. but if the “game
rules” are skewed and manipulated by the dark paradigm at all the levels of this
portion of creation, the question of “who is to blame” is also ludicrous and
pointless.
~~
The point of course is what have you learned? Are you ready to move into a new
level of being? It is this deeper learning and wisdom that is of greatest
importance, and not dwelling in childish games of always looking for blame.
We would suggest to request and intend –as a part of your ongoing daily human
self –to connect with these correction energies, the higher creation beings that
are now enveloping the dark sector, and inviting them in through your own
highest levels of being and through the spaces between the “atoms” of your 3d
existence.
I do not wish to suggest in any way that these higher levels have a specific interest
in the distorted human world with its endemic problems of wealth, poverty,
nations, politics, economics, religions, race, gender, etc. At the same time, this is
not to say that some interventions would not be occurring, based upon what is
clearly known at a higher level of consciousness than that of humans who only
want to “get on with their lives”, whatever that may mean.
~~
I have little to offer those who are only looking to continue their lives as ordinary
humans pursuing endless variations to existences that are based upon a dark
control matrix. Perhaps it is best to remind how important it is to be open to
something far greater than the ego-body-self. The human vehicle is governed by
animal-tribal impulses which ego-selfs are trying to ride without the benefit of
knowing anything of the reality system they reside in.
For those who desire to awaken to a greater existence and yet choose (even by
default) to maintain their human lives until they are fully sure of their true
spiritual nature, please read the material we have presented over the years. To
those who, for whatever reasons, choose to form new cooperative communities,
we have prepared a great deal of material that begins with the typology systems
described in the IOOW-2000 research and our book, “A New America, An
Awakening Future on Our Horizon”. (Please substitute whatever you want for
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the term “America”, the title only reflects the research foundation that was based
in the USA for purely practical reasons.) The material on Awakened Community
(2007) and Making Things/Ways of the New Creation (2009) were written to
provide a bridge between the IOOW-2000 transitional typologies and the
anticipated effects of the correction energies that we have described over the pas
year or so. (See www.pfcn.net Articles and Bulletins section for these writings as
PDF.)

Background Reading:
A few people have written asking which articles I might prioritize for background
reading. I am sorry to say, that I really do not have time now to do that. The best
thing to do is to read the most recent NES Posts (my posts show up as written by
“Admin2-ASK”) and also to read or re-read the most recent (Update #12 July
2011 –http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Update-April-July2011.pdf ). From there,
it is a matter of reading the updates in reverse order. For those seeking
background on the larger cosmology of how things got to be the way they are,
new creation, new community, and the origin and nature of the dark, best to
peruse the thematically organized articles at our main website
http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html.
As soon as time permits, I will be extracting all GA News and A-List material and
posting them as individual articles at the NES Forums where they will be
readable as plain HTML without graphics or images.
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Notes on the Process: Ascension and Transformation
The following short pieces were written directly in response to the process many
are presently going through. I shall not try to explain this further, only to say that
lately, this has become part of my own daily practice, at times it is throughout the
day.
It is interesting that there was initially a short period of taking one last look at the
dominant human world (“matrix world order”) and as the energies shifted to a
more intense focus on the internal processes preparatory to ascension. If I were
to interpret this without benefit of any other background, I would say this is a
good indication of a wider shift of consciousness to one that is coming into
coherency and into an expanded state of awareness with higher spiritual purpose.
Skip through these however you wish.
This first group is from December. The lead-in is something of a bridge from the
end of November.
As soon as possible I will edit and send out the others.
-ASK
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This Leg of Our Journey and Our True Nature
(Originally posted at NES on November 21 and Updated on Dec 1, 2011)

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5541.html#msg5541

“Please remember, being humanly embodied or not, being confused
about ones true nature or not, does not affect or define the true
reality of ones true nature.”
Readers here are among the most spiritually sophisticated and each of us is, in
effect, a stand-in for many others. So what we think and act upon spiritually has
great effect, beyond mere readership numbers.
I will continue in future postings and an eventual A-List Update with new
observations and comments concerning the larger changes going on and the
changes to this process. They are very dramatic. I cannot prove or demonstrate
any of this, but those who are picking up on these changes, are aware of
something major happening and are gaining glimpses as to the details.
As it is for anyone on an accelerating trajectory, one can retain some memories of
what/where one may have been, one can sense movement, and one can pick up
some notion of the nearest discernible point along one’s trajectory. But it is very
difficult to observe the full breadth of one’s travel at a given moment as the
“landscape” streams by your window. Does this make sense? If one is not aware
of anything having changed, perhaps they may need to switch seats or cars on the
train –or perhaps change trains. At least for a new point of view.
Even more crazy is to find out the entire train and ground (or space) you are
moving on or through is changing in its vibrational and spatial temporal states at
the same time!
I want to be clear that it is not my intent or belief that the earth bound human self
should focus on conforming to rubbishy human notions of being “perfect”. This is
nearly impossible, especially while dealing with all the "crap" that is directly and
indirectly the outcome of the long-term higher dimensional dark force influences
upon a simple tribal-social human bio-vehicle.
Of course it is very fine if one can “improve” upon ones own being at any
vibrational level, but if it only serves to cement ones true self into a distorted
human matrix, then that will simply won’t do, not at all. This is one of the dark
side qualities to all those “self improvement” or “personal healing” programs, etc.
These for the most part revolve around reinforcing the illusions and delusions of
the human self, even while making nice talk about spiritual concepts. Hardly any
improvement or true healing, rather these are just ways to better confirm to the
illusions of “matrix world order”.
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As to why things have not been worked out so that higher levels can be of more
aid and support to our human density level existence, I have offered explanations
of this and can even provide insights into the "ins and outs" of the higher level
processes that are capable of connecting in to the human density level. (Note: My
explanations are only to better aid our understanding, not to excuse any
shortcomings at the higher levels.)
But whatever explanations are offered, it simple will not satisfy anyone who is
asking that the higher levels “fix ___ (fill in the blank)” for any one of us as a
human density level individuation. The premises of such expectations are
internally flawed. (And no, this is not to “blame” humans for the state of affairs,
either.)
I will also offer now a contrary sounding insight that I have not offered before
(although I have addressed it through analogy): If our material needs as
individuations of a higher level being were to be met through “higher level
agencies” then all that really does is make it easier to continue on with our
existence in a distorted matrix. This why all those new age and other teachings
about finding ways to benefit materially, emotionally, physically, etc. (“The
Secret” etc.) are fundamentally of the dark side. This is why the dark force
practitioners and dark yogis, etc. pursued acquiring super-normal powers.
Now, why would any higher level of the True Light want to “thrive” amidst misery
and suffering in this messed up 3d planetary realm? This is what the dark lords
and their offspring and minions sought over thousands of years and which led to
the persistence of a highly adaptable global elite. By another analogy, giving
humans “free energy” to power a dysfunctional and fundamentally violent
existence will only facilitate these pathologies and make it easier to spread the
“disease” beyond Earth.
Also, the higher levels that are tasked with the details approaching this level of
density, are naturally and understandably still limited by the quality of true
learning and insights offered by those “on the ground”. If there are those
demanding to be heard but can only offer confused input, there is no way for
these higher levels to sort things out. “Garbage in, garbage out.”
So there are some filters in place to minimize unwanted distractions yet allow in
useful information. Unfortunately these filters have been filtering out too much
important information concerning the state of affairs in the 3d. This would be like
the sound of waves crashing on near shore masking out the pleas for help from
swimmers who are in trouble farther out. They will need to help each other until
their situation is better comprehended from shore and the right sort of help is
available.
Meanwhile, the filtering and discriminating process is being improved so as to
better hear these cries for help. This does not mean that all self-identified
“humans” will be “rescued” in the manner they want and in the time they want it.
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But it does mean that many more will be heard and understood. This will result
in a more tangible response to more who need such assistance. Again, such a
response may not be what was preferred. In other words, perhaps one wants to be
embodied and still swimming more “easily” in their human existence. This may
actually be contrary to their higher spiritual interests but they will not know this
until they find themselves no longer in ordinary 3d density existence.
There are those in the human realm who are gaining an expanded awareness of
3d and the higher levels but for some this may be like “too little, too late” and
they simply will need to be helped to leave the human realm altogether.
Remember, being humanly embodied or not, being confused about ones true
nature or not, does not affect or define the true reality of ones true nature.
It also wish to emphasize that it is counterproductive to ones higher intentions
and attractors to be seeking that while also running “anger programs”, no matter
how righteous or understandably troubled one may be. Some may need to have
some outlet for this until it is more neutralized internally. For some it is in
creative pursuits, for some it is in physical activities. Perhaps it is ones own
special place in which to have a total upset fit. Sometimes jumping up and down
and yelling (in ones spiritual voice) that things were not going very well in terms
of the larger changes. Sometimes this works. But it is not an approach to rely
upon.
Also, an excess of anger and upset may overwhelm the lower spiritual levels can
lead to a type of spiritual nihilism at the lower levels. This is not a desirable
situation for any level of being. Such individuated “nihilism” could lead to a type
of internal annihilation.
So yes, I have said that sometimes a little dose of "healthy spiritual anger" can
help raise up ones energy to make some breakthroughs, but like running on
adrenalin for too long, using spiritual anger excessively for purposes of raising
ones energy can lead to some serious energetic depletions and serious energetic
and physical weaknesses/ailments, including openings for the dark to exploit.
Yes, there are major changes going on now. These are fairly new over the recent
months and most recent several weeks. This is one reason why some have been
finding higher level access easier and more sustainable. The rate of change and
the internal momentum of these changes will grow rapidly soon.
Unfortunately I cannot prove or demonstrate this for anyone here, only to point
out that there are several people I know who are picking up on this in similar or
coherently compatible ways and therefore we are all nuts, or we really are
tracking this better and better.
These changes involve the entirety of the Earth and space it is in. The process will
be made as gentle as possible, but major geophysical and space energies effects
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are unavoidable.
A simple story would be to compare this to bucketfuls of fish in their native water
being transported to a new location. During the transport some fish notice
changes going on to their external environment and internal environment as well
as within themselves. Some fish may notice that other fish are vanishing and
those vanishing fish may be noticing that the other fish may be vanishing. But
they all seem to still be in a workable fluid environment, even if it is getting a
little smelly. Eventually the fish in one group arrive in their fluid environment to
a new place that seems so much better. Pristine even. And during the journey
they have all been changed somehow to best suit their new environment. The
same goes for the other group of fish that somehow got magically separated from
the others.
But initially the fluid that the fish were first swimming in prior to removal and
relocation, did include other critters and stuff since that was a part of their initial
environment.
So yes, there are still too many old programs running, but the human levels will
be of the some of the last to go (unless the humans go first).
These larger changes involve the dissolution of the dark in its entirety and
eventually it will be as if the Dark never existed.
But this process is not likely to be completed in near time human time. Hence
the need to remove us with enough of a familiar environment of air, water, etc.
even if it is a bit smelly by now.
The new energies are now overriding the dark side, but again this is done at a
higher and all-encompassing level and they are pouring down to varying degrees
into this level now.
To repeat what I have written previously, will these new energies prevent or
trigger a nuclear war? Will it trigger or minimize major earth changes? Maybe.
Maybe not. Does this really matter anymore? If so, why?
Will this larger process get someone new work for new pay? This is not
something that can be changed, but if it could be, it would be a cruel trick to play,
like “free energy” giving humans a new way to accelerate or maintain a
dysfunctional existence. Besides, the very notion of jobs or monetary economy
are themselves “old programs”, so why reinforce them, even if you could? It is
possible for people to cooperate and do something for themselves, if that is so
important. If they cannot, then perhaps it is not so important then. This reminds
me of a story I heard from Italy of a village of unemployed, including many with
building trades skills. All wanting the Italian government to give them
unemployment payment benefits and to pay for new housing since their village
housing was falling apart. One day, some got the idea of never mind asking the
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government, let’s do this ourselves and in a cooperative manner. And so some of
them did just that.
The “correction energies” and those guiding them now are simply unable in most
cases to address the details of one human life existence. This is not their job.
Just like their task is not pay attention to silly notions of race, nationhood,
politics, or economic systems. They care and care very deeply in most cases, but
their task focus is simply not designed to address these matters. And rightly so, I
would add.
We each need to find ways to help one another and to find ways to make our
journey as comfortable as possible while deepening our learning of the intricate
details of 3d density – that of the Dark and 3d density of the Light. When you
show up in your higher level self having completed your insanely extraordinary
experiential process in 3d density, you will be greeted and cheered. Then you will
be asked how was it? And the formerly human "you" will be asked what deeper
learning you have to share with your greater being.
This process for most here has already commenced, while still embodied in their
human vehicle. Some are barely aware of this for the time being. Your greater self
asks you lovingly, are “you” the one”? Do you have some missing elements to your
greater self’s overall spiritual evolutionary growth? Let your higher levels help
you see these elements for what they are and so you in turn can better understand
and share them.
The first steps involve the internal completions and the summarizing of ones indepth learning from 3d processes, as I have discussed in various ways over the
recent year or two.
Then there is the question of your real, true nature as a sentient being.
What does “human” really mean? What is the human self? Who or what are
“you”?
Are you a human who is having a spiritual experience?
Or a spiritual being having a human experience?
…Or perhaps a spiritual being having a human experience of reconnecting to a
memory of being a spiritual being who (you discover) is having a spiritual
experience of density that involves an aspect of your true self being expressed and
experienced through this human vehicle?
Anamnesis (and remembering) is only a small part of this process and the higher
level gnosis that is evident to your human level is what demonstrates to yourself
that this is reconnection is successful.
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I have tried to explain that, regardless of what choices or path one may eventually
elect as part of their ongoing reconnection and ascension process, it is very
important to determine to ones own gnosis or inner knowing of ones true nature
and to be complete at least ones “human” level of individuation. As this occurs,
attractive or repulsive attachments to this realm dissolve away for the most part
and a new level of relative freedom is accessible.
One can connect ones energy centers or energy core and expand “upward and
outward”. As you do this, take a breath, pause, and take stock. Then expand a bit
more, etc. Maybe you first feel 10 feet tall, maybe 100 feet tall, later you are
beyond the earth, and perhaps more. As you become more comfortable with the
expansion process, the rate of expansion and the extent of the expansion can
move more rapidly as it may need to. Sometimes instantly.
See if you can sense or perceive the membrane-like parameter of your newly
expanded state.
Look around you. What do you “see”? How does it “feel”? What do you now
“know”?
-ASK
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What Remains? Human or ?
December 1, 2011
Related posts:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5547.html#msg5547
and
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1127.msg5545.html#msg5545

To put it even more plainly, as long as one believes themselves to be "a human",
then it will be a practical impossibility to rejoin ones true self in some capacity of
higher Oneness. Simply saying vaguely to “”surrender” to this is usually
insufficient and potentially dangerous since most of the time it is the Dark also
telling aspirants to surrender to the Dark.
So now we are tackling various facets of the ascension process’ pre-launch stages.
The very essence of one of the most powerful control memes in this realm, is the
very concept of being "a human". In its implicate nature, this includes the
essence of separation and the paradigm of the Dark. No amount of ego-searching,
psychology, or other analytics can lead to true transcendence from this state of
inherent separation. This has nothing to do with your DNA genetic makeup,
Earthly or non-Earthly origins.
In other words it is not the human bio-vehicle and its basic “firmware and
operating system, rather it is how this vehicle for higher consciousness has been
controlled, altered, and manipulated to the extent that prolonged exposure to the
3d realm held both an enormous potential for spiritual evolutionary development
–and an enormous danger to those who projected something of themselves here.
Most humans are by default limited to having a human experience, a “mixed bag”
for sure.
Some human selfs try at being a “human having a spiritual experience”.
Some attempt to be a spiritual being having a human experience, but without the
benefit of knowing which way is up or down or sideways.
There are many approaches to gaining the true freedom that spiritual aspirants
seek from “ascension”.
One approach is to set aside enough of an energetic and living space for your own
consciousness to be itself, to be with itself. Living in solitude in the woods or a
cave is one way, but not very practical for 7 billion potential spiritual beings. At
some point, 7 billion potential spiritual beings will sooner or later find themselves
thrust out of their ordinary embodied reality.
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Meanwhile, each of you can quickly understand enough of the false nature of
human social reality and the belief systems of control to aid in your detaching
and decoupling from social-family-tribal ties that bind and not falling for new
tricks to “rope you back in”.
This is the approach of rejecting all that is found to be “not right”, and in this
realm, such a process is endless and leads only in upon itself. So at some point
one must say to oneself, okay enough of “not this, not that” and so, then what?
What is your “high attractor”?
Ascension requires a high attractor. It does not arise from rejection of all that is
not right. Hypothetically if enough “humans” reject all that is false and welcome
in the light of true creation …but of course there are myriad control systems in
place to prevent this. Religions, new age, new politics, new energy, new
economics, new clothes, new job, etc., etc. all “new and improved” versions of the
“same old, same old”.
Starting from a human level of consciousness, you cannot both be equally “a
human” and an ascended being. An ascended being, however, can choose to have
a human experience and retain their ascended state of being and consciousness.
Usually this is done as part of a greater mission of service.
So one sets about attending to the minimum needed to carry on their ordinary
human existence while developing a private space, energetically and in
consciousness to be at peace “inside”. This is not the same as being in a space of
“inner peace” or bliss, for that too usually leads to very limited breakthroughs.
This is your own private space. For most, this is frightening as they have been
accustomed to being surrounded by a social-tribal-survival-consumer existence.
But this is not really such a big thing once you get into own version of the process.
This also helps “you” become more self-regulating and self-guiding.
Now comes the question of the completions of your human existence so that
there minimal or no vestiges to unexpectedly yank you backwards.
And then the big one, that pertains to knowing your own true nature. At first this
may start as an “as if” experiment to see how it feels. But eventually there must be
the certitude of this and “you” find yourself to be no longer “a human”.
Energy practices, such as those we have offered, can help you connect
energetically and even to access expanded states of awareness. All very useful to
the whole process. But at the end of the day, there remains the question of
whether you believe you are “a human” or a spiritual being of greater capacity
and origin.
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These are all practical steps toward ascension and fact that these can now
described with relative simplicity implies the accessibility and imminence of this
for many.
-ASK
PS
All the human “isms” from marxism-maosim-socialism-communism-fascismcolonialism-capitalism-imperialism-etc., etc. is all the same system, just different
ways of looking at the same elements and the same dynamics. All political “isms”
and flavors serve this range of continuity economy (political economy) of social
control. Regardless of how it may appear or how it may advertise itself.
Now what is next? Nations? Race? Religions? Now let us remove all this, too.
What remains?
Human and the rest of the planetary eco-body. What of human? First you need
to strip away all the notions, beliefs and social programming since it is all of false
origins.
What remains?
A social tribal animal with self-centered interests often in conflict with its socialtribal animal existence.
What is special about human?
Not sentiency –most higher order animals have that already.
It is the singular individuation that is cultivated by another level of being –but
cultivated within a larger human social context which is false. The falseness is not
only of human creation, it is directly traceable to the highest levels of the dark
forces.
The human social context of course includes all influence from all levels of
society, including family.
So what if there was individuation that was also connected to higher oneness?
That is the “future” of whatever is to continue.
That is the new earth and new creation
-ASK
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The Void, Is-ness, and What Is-Not
December 2, 2011
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1245.msg5558.html#msg5558

I am so glad that the discussion here is moving in this direction. All it takes is a
few and then many more will “get it” more readily, then even more, etc. This
directly reflects and is “the awakening”. A huge thanks to those here who are
helping to stimulate this line of deep consideration.
I would like to share my understanding of a few of these things.
More of this I will be describing as best as words permit in a new multi-part AList Update.
There is our own larger energy body of our own larger being. This varies for each
in vibratory range and “apparent” spatial range. Then there is a “mini-me” that
would correspond to what we develop through our human vehicle. In most cases
the two are connected, although certain “firewalls” are in place. In some cases
this connection may be very tenuous, given the inherent dangers in projecting too
much of our true selves into this realm –it is a fallen sector after all and “we” do
not make the game rules, the Dark side does. Now that the Dark is no longer fully
in charge as it once was (but still very much here) it is possible to leave with all or
most our self intact –or in the cases of some, to bring in a little more of our
greater selfs.
As to the “Void” we all carry “memory” of this from the original spark of creation.
This is more than a mere “static memory” and serves as a directional vector for
our awareness to access the higher levels beyond the Dark controlled zone. For
some, this also becomes a way to directly access the higher realms, effectively
bypassing the “troubled zones”. I say this is more than “mere” memory, since our
holographic fragment of a holographic fragment of true creation is also very real
and present.
To be very brief on this for now, let us consider a vast could of all manifest
creation –in its vast totality. This is connected via the higher Oneness of The All.
This is the great “Is-ness”. This vast consciousness of creation Knows that there is
“something” else beyond Itself. Beyond a great void. One could say that this great
void “is” that which “Is Not”. (You see, already we stubble into the problem with
human words and their inherent limitations of meaning – something – is – that
which is not – sounds like contradictory gibberish to some people!)
Those who are reconnecting to the greater Oneness will sooner or later be
increasing their awareness of the great void. There is the quality of “voidness” of
what is not, and there is void that represents a zone that one might say the
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entirety of all creation – All That Is – floats in, like some inconceivably vast
ocean. The All suspects enough to know that there is something beyond It and
beyond this vast void that it is bathed in. In addition to Its own ever evolving,
self-referencing, evolutionary activities and contemplations, there is also the
impulse, the intent to go beyond Itself, to penetrate the great voidness.
As above, so below. Dark forces or not, it is very dangerous for our own larger self
to fully immerse itself in density. The greatest danger is getting lost from our own
larger origins. While it is true we may still be in the realm of creation, of what Is,
our home vectors may get lost for nearly an eternity as we float like disconnected
particles until circumstances favor some type of reconnection. Thus we only
protect a portion of own larger spiritual self into a realm of density. Add in the
Dark as an added measure of danger and this becomes a place where even our
larger self can become severely damaged.
Thus our larger self projects only a small part into a suitable vehicle in 3d density
on earth. Perhaps it is human, perhaps another animal, a part of the planet, etc.
The amount of “energy” required is enormous for The All to project enough of
Itself through the vast oceanic void that in effect seems to surround it. It “knows”
that it must be an enormous energy because It knows that it must retain
connection to learn, to see, to probe and to establish a full two-way conduit.
Now consider the smaller scale problem “we” have in doing something similar in
projecting a little bit of ourselves into density.
I will also add that this is very much like the larger impulse of The All –and it is a
vital connection for The All to have more of Itself firmly rooted, like the tiny root
hairs of a tree, into Itself –All of Itself. In this regard it is possible to glimpse how
the situation of Consciousness extending Itself into increasingly denser and lower
levels of creation are so intimately connected to the greater process of The All
preparing something of Itself to go beyond All That Is.
This story to be continued later, including revisiting the “new creation” and
“Baby”.
-ASK
PS
The All does not like to lose connection with Itself. It knows this is hazardous.
The last time that occurred a dark zone developed that was antithetical to all
creation.
And a great effort is underway to call in and otherwise collect all of Itself, from
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the smallest elements and particles to the greatest.
And so this may take a while, but not an eternity, as The All of Creation is calling
all of Itself in.
It is “home”, and each miniscule part of Itself has a home within this greater
home.
PPS
With a connection to “the void” comes also a protected, tamper-proof conduit to
the Higher Oneness. My earlier references to the spaces between the atomic cells
of your being were to invoke the highest “correction energies” to flow through
“you” from this space, as well as to flow “down” from highest levels of creation
and your highest origins. This becomes a “fast track” conduit of our own “local
space” connection to The All of Creation and more. The Dark may have some
sense of this, but really knows nothing of it and is not capable of using it for its
purposes.
-ASK
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The Human Question
Dec 3rd
It is important to understand that there is a Dark creational energy and it is
important to understand its origins and the effects as this “errant impulse”
propagated itself into finer levels of density as it pursued it distorted agenda.
Is also important to understand that this an aberration, and not the norm for true
Creation where there is no antagonistic conflictual duality. There is no need for it
and it was never conceivable. (!)
It is also very important not to get stuck with such insights and focus on fighting
the human system, fighting the dark, etc. Because then one cannot get to what is
next and will also will be drawn in human and other worlds distractions.
Then there is the “human question”
When one subtracts or cancels out the external influences what remains?
Something that might consider itself to be “you” or “me”. Is this a human
consciousness? Or is an aspect of a larger consciousness that has extended a
portion of itself into a human vehicle? And some extend themselves into other
density vehicles as well animal, vegetable, mineral, planetary, etc.
What we are presently working through is the missing gap between the
abstractness of the notion of ”what” is it that is truly having the “human
experience” and bridging this with a fairly comprehensive understanding of
certain creation problems that are now being corrected to the depths of 3d
density.
And of course, what this is really all about anyway. So that is the main focus of
the new A-List series. It is about the next stages of what might be called
“ascension”.
Energy work and connecting energy levels, etc. is very helpful, and so is
deconstructing the truth about this reality system, but in most cases there is still
the problem of the “who” and ”what: it is that is having such experiences, etc.
This is part of the “completions” process we have tried to prepare for and write
about over the recent few years.
-ASK
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Intervention of Our Higher Selves Revisited
December 4th
In published Global Awakening News and the follow-up A-List Updates, we have
discussed what we could of the larger changes going on at the higher levels and
attempts at those levels to facilitate the correction energies into the human level
of density. One such article was in the August 2009 Global Awakening News in
which we discussed attempts, by some higher self/soul beings which have human
presences on Earth, to work out some sort of solution relative to their own
existence as well as their human presence. A solution they would be able to
participate in. The short of it is that they could not due to the distortions in the 3d
density levels that human operate in on Earth.
“One of the problems has been the discontinuity between lower and higher
selves and between this corner of creation and “The Creator of All”. (This is
explained further in this article and in more depth in other editions of GA
News on the origins of the dark and fallen creation.) We are not saying
that the higher levels were totally unaware, it is just that such a great
disconnection existed between existence and awareness at the lower levels
of greater density –including the experience of the flow of time –that it
seemed that the human and lower levels had been stranded on an island
run by the spiritually insane.”

- http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf - page 5

Around this time we noticed a trend focus by some toward something that could
be broadly termed “human sovereignty”. It is heavily influence by a mixture of
spiritual nihilism and a form of Dark force influence that sought to further exploit
the irregular connection between human self and higher self, soul being, etc.
Another tendency, not as vocal, has appeared that likely is a human expression of
what we termed “council of selves” in the August 2009 issue. The general notion
is that our higher selves should take better care of our human presences. That the
changes to the human personality self can and should and need to occur at the
higher self level first. The problem with this is that if there is a lack of continuity
and proper knowing at the higher self level and that if it persists in allowing its
human presence “self” to languish and suffer under an oppressive way of life and
a delusional consciousness, then how can the higher level self properly “correct”
what would be by definition, itself (at least an aspect of itself via human)?
-ASK
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Why Does All That Is So Un-right Persist As It Does?
December 5th
So many persist (understandably) from their human level of awareness to ask
why, why why? Why isn’t there a magic fix from the higher levels? Why does all
this horror at the human level persist? Why, why, oh why?
The real question is “why” persist in looking at everything from a personal,
human-centric point of view? If that is all that is available, then that is all that
will be seen or known. In other words, not much.
Except for your own higher levels of being, at the higher levels, there is not a
focus on the details of the human life, only the overall facilitation of movement
toward the “greater learning” while a much greater process of corrections and
new creation energies replace all that has been. From a human-centric point of
view, this entire process seems like it is taking way too long. And thus those who
are more spiritually aware and awakening will (understandably) at first be very
“put out” that now that they are “getting the picture” why isn’t everything
changing in the human-Earth realm.
One of the ending elements is to detach from identifying oneself as human. This
is one of the most difficult since to one facet of your human awareness, this may
be misunderstood as self-annihilation and to another facet of your awareness it
does not. One way of resolving this seeming conflict (which is innately not a
conflict) is for the subconscient facets of ones human level of self to become
engaged, excited even at the prospect of being included in an expansive journey.
Sometimes this is facilitated by rejecting all that is undesirable of the human
realm, sometimes this is facilitated by the higher attractors of a freer and more
expressive existence. Sometimes a bit of both. But this is one way of ending
internal conflict and bringing ones human self into a higher level of internal unity
or oneness. Thus the surrender to the higher processes becomes purely voluntary.
I will be discussing more of this in a follow-up A-List Update to this one.
There is the possibility that a minor fraction humans of this era will persist in
physical form and with memories over the coming 5 or 20 years or more. As I
have tried to state previously, this will be partly out of habit of the body to persist
(survive) no matter what, and partly out of successfully bridging to the higher self
and higher Oneness and from such an elevated awareness, continue on here a
while longer purely as an act of total service and surrender. I would also
anticipate that those who do, will find surprising sources of material and higher
level support available. Others will be leaving, a small portion because they really
are complete and are focused on the next levels of their development as spiritual
beings, and a large portion will be leaving due to extreme changes in the
planetary and human social environments. They will find help in the “transition
zone” that continues to prepare for such an influx of formerly embodied human
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selfs and damaged higher self beings no longer tethered here to a human physical
presence.
-ASK
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Notes on War
December 5, 2011
As this is being prepared (Dec 5th) for inclusion in this A-List Update, the mass
mind media (including “alternative” brands) is preparing “opinion leaders” –
both influential “experts” as well as mass-level influential segments of the public
for a veritable television guide digest as to when to expect which war front to
open first. Tentatively the “prime time line-up” has been announced for midDecember through mid-January – but the “big show” may not peak until late
January or February-March. No one can say for sure because, even as the entire
game is already rigged, all the players know that “stuff happens” that they cannot
control and control every outcome. Well-conditioned societies like in the USA
will mostly sit back and watch and cheer, just like they have over football, etc.
Yes, a little is being done from higher levels to destabilize and influence the
thought process of the insane minds of the war makers, but at this point, the only
major wild card would be huge changes in the planetary or space environments
that could interfere with widespread war making.
Of course “the war” has already started for those who have been paying attention
for the last decade or more of the extant state of permanent continuous war.
Perhaps with the turn of the new calendar year, we will all be treated to a
fireworks extravaganza of nuclear bombs, nuclear missiles, and space and ground
energy weapons. I hear advance tickets for front row seats are going fast… So the
public is being conditioned for this. Next thing there will be a special television
guide with a glamorous lineup of the usual idiot script readers known as “news
anchors” and “news commentators”. Tune in Tuesday at 6pm for the latest
bombings with 10 pm late night recaps for all those who did not get enough of the
zombie news, etc. earlier. Newscasts provided by various commercial sponsors.
Those old “I Hate Khomeni” bumper stickers from the post-Carter days find a
good selling market on eBay. Oh yes, there will be a special inside look at all those
children playing war games interspersed with real body counts. It will more
fantastic than the Vietnam war televised on the 6pm news.
Now I wish to remind of my earlier comments on this situation, a classic “matrix
world” set-up in which one regime (the Syrians, Iranians, North Koreans, etc.)
are portrayed as the aggressive bad guys and are going to be “taught a lesson by
the “good guys”. The reality, however is that the Iranian regime is a significant
player in regional affairs and just might be designated to be the new local “powerthat-is in the region, replacing the Israelis. As I wrote previously, the Iranian
elite want be make sure they have a seat at the “high table” –or at least at one
very close by. When the “music stops” those in the human global elite know that
not everyone will have a chair at the “head table” (or “high table” if you like). The
Iranians of course know that whatever deals they will given for a promised seat at
the global power table, cannot be trusted. Thus the entire war scenario is up for
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grabs. And yes, this may well involve direct actions by other nationally-based
interests of the Russians and Chinese.
I will also say here again, that this is all part of an elaborate game in which bodies
die and damage done upon the landscape. But who or what is truly having this
experience?
As it is with aspects of spiritual beings who persist in identifying with the ancient
control system “matrix mind” and persist in believing themselves to be “humans”
locked into some surreal reality show game, there are those humans of the least
awareness who persist in thinking, believing and expressing themselves as if they
are members of some “great national society” (a/k/a “we”). How many times do
you hear others (or can catch yourself at this) saying something like “I wonder
when we will attack Iran”, “when will we have better economic situation”, etc., ad
nauseum. These mere words reflect a deeper disease.
How are you doing practicing your detachment and decoupling from all this?
How you deal with this directly concerns your own spiritual evolution. Is it
possible to live through some of this, observing and deeply learning and not
getting involved? Are cheering or worrying for “the humans” or any social-geopolitical group of humans? Are you going to join the latest aid campaign for
peace, hunger, or whatever theme is being promoted? Or will you out
demonstrating in the streets against (___ ) or for (___)? And if you do not?
What is your true nature?
-ASK
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Of Tar Pits, Descent into 3d, and Being Free
December 10th
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5580.html#msg5580

For sake of clarity, I would suggest that too much stock has been placed into
beliefs of the "fallen angels" and related notions about being "subjugated" or
"forced" into the earthly-human levels by some "divine retribution" or other such
for being “bad”, etc.
These beliefs originate with the Dark side control systems that created the
religions (including new age variations). Such beliefs are useful of course to wear
down those beings who continue sending aspects of themselves into 3d to
eventually accept the endless enigma of 3d. Imagine having hundreds of 3d
experiences but never really learning very much about 3d density, per se. This is
analogous to becoming habituated to going to some virtual game park, over and
over and over.
Indeed, higher level beings (Dark or Light) came into 3d density and/or became
stuck here. It is the nature of the Dark to be predatory, especially upon energies
that include the divine spark of true creation.
Of course over time, many higher level beings became “stuck here by virtue of
repeatedly sending aspects of themselves into this realm. The result was damage
to their overall higher level bodies without much gain of awareness of why take
such a risk in the first place. Too much lost with too little gained I would say.
Imagine it like some gooey tar pit. Some birds get stuck in it. Other birds come
by thinking those stuck are having a grand time. They too get stuck. Others come
by to try to help. Some of them get stuck. Some observe and realize there is some
danger and so do their best to help from the air but without entering the gooey
mess, they cannot understand why their friends cannot fly away, etc.
Well now the tar pit is being dissolved but this takes time. Meanwhile there are
those who are so habituated to being “stuck” or “trapped” that they do not realize
they are free to fly home. This error of perception is reinforced by seeing others
still stuck and thus presuming that all are still stuck.
-ASK
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Something Is Happening – The Invisible made Visible
Saturday Dec 5
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5579.html#msg5579

Yes, something is happening with “us”. It is affecting our “apparent” physical and
energetic states. I now emphasize “apparent” since this is a matter of perception
from various levels of knowing. So it seems to be appearing to our field of
awareness, yet lacks sufficient tangibility to identify its enough of the features of
these “apparent happenings”. So it is still somewhat enigmatic. Sharing notes
like this helps us composite a more complete, albeit fuzzy, picture of the larger
process as it unfolds.
I emphasize the term “apparent” also because things “appear” to be different. So
they are, but as I step away to look at what it is that I may be experiencing from
within this density realm, I notice that the main change is one of a more complete
perspective and knowing, thus that which may be been obscured due to myriad
circumstances, is not more plainly apparent.
What was invisible is made visible.
This allows for a more comprehensive knowing spanning a greater breadth of
manifest reality.
That all said, I do not doubt that our what we are sharing through our 3d density
encounter suits we call human bodies” is also changing as the overall vibratory
environment changes.
This “vibratory environment” is not only the “external” subtle fluid we are
interacting through, but also must include the concurrent changes of our
vibratory state and the concurrent changes in higher perception and Knowing.
Of course, I might be making our heads spin and eyes roll at this, but it is
something we need to bear in mind as we try to pay attention to all these
vibrational changes.
-ASK
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Notes on the Void
December 5th
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5578.html#msg5578

To excerpt and summarize what I have written on this so far, it is my sense that
the “void” quality some here have been noticing and remarking on can be
regarded as a microcosmic counterpart to the greater “Void” that the entirety of
all of the greater creation, The All, Creator of All, etc. floats in or is surrounded
by. One of the high level impulses of the vastness of this creation realm (The All)
is to go beyond this seemingly greater void. To do so requires that it focuses
enough energy and consciousness to send something of itself forth to pass
through the void and to then return – or at least to establish a certifiably reliable
two-way channel of communication.
Does this sound familiar? While higher level Creator has all manner of interests
and excitement over exploring all that is implicate in its own vastness, while
higher level Creator has all manner of interest in developing true creation level
counterparts with which to explore and create with, there is also this pother
powerful impulse.
But to achieve this requires that its own house be in order and that there be
sufficient energy. This would require that there not be some internal “drain hole”
(the Dark cancer) that is taking true creational energy for some other aberrant
purposes.
As to our own microcosmic connection to this, it is my impression that as we
establish a full two-way flow with and amongst our own higher level beingness,
the obscured surreality of 3d density begins to melt away and this powerful
impulse of creation becomes more evident.
This is also why I made it a point to suggest that as we do our bet to establish a
more complete connection with the higher correction energies, we invoke this
both through our highest levels and through the space between our atomic cells.
In short, our own “backdoor” to the greater Void and this becomes a alternate
path, perhaps even a “fast track” to reconnection with the higher Oneness of The
All.
The Dark has never been equipped to utilize this for their aberrant purposes. At
best there is knowledge this exists, but access is denied by definition.
More later…
-ASK
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Private Sessions:

A “Limited Offer” for A Limited Time
In response to the changes occurring and the likelihood that I will not be
available to people to the extent that I am now, I would like to make this effort to
be of assistance to those who are in the process of making enormous changes in
their awareness and to their existence.
I have long decried the charging of money for spiritual information and spiritual
knowledge as that should not be charged for, unless it is simply the cost of
reasonably priced books.
What I offer is not focused on spiritual “information”, rather it is about learning
to discern for oneself, learning patterns that can support higher level discerning,
and developing better internal self referencing.
This is not about studying anything, other than your own internal faculties and
developing your higher faculties. This in turn facilitates bridging your human
and higher self. I have posed difficult questions for readers to contemplate, such
as what is the deeper learning of your own human existence and that of humanity
as a whole, etc. I have challenged everyone to address their own completions and
to probe deeply into their higher attractors.
I am charging for my time partly because I choose to and partly because it sets up
the right sort of “at-tension” to help pay closer attention. Some who are reading
this have the potential to be teachers and guides to others during this transition
period. (As some here know, I do not ask for payment from those who simply do
not the have money and who are serious about this. If you wish to contribute
towards those who may not have available funds, please let me know.)
It was plain from earlier open discussion sessions that there was a wide range of
cognitive capacity and maturity. Those stuck in old spiritual beliefs and patterns
found it hard to move forward and those who seem more advanced in their
understanding found the content not challenging enough for them. (Of course
those who tend to be more advanced in their spiritual knowledge often can learn
a great deal by simply paying attention to where others are in their process and
thus learn more about their own in the process of a deeper listening.)
As it was when I was a consultant many years ago, my time and attention would
be retained through a monthly or quarterly fee. Unlike when I was a consultant in
the diseased “matrix world”, I will consider a sliding scale. The suggested fee is
$500 to $1000 per month, paid in advance, depending on how much personal
time you would like each week.
Sessions will be conducted by phone and email as may be appropriate. Each week
we will set aside time for phone sessions for each person. If possible, I may be
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able to arrange a one or two-way online video link to add a little more “personal”
effect.
For those who wish to meet in person for a period of time, we will help you with a
price range of suggested accommodations that are within a reasonable drive to
where we are. You will need to cover all your own expenses which include air
travel form the mainland. Time spent here will include a great deal of outdoor
time, especially on and in the ocean. This will help deepen the experience and
remove you from you familiar environment of influence.
You will get out of these sessions what you put into it. They will be challenging in
many ways, for you as well as for me. My role is to facilitate your process and the
agenda is yours. I am not going to give you advice on what to do with yourself and
I am not going to be doing formal “readings”.
There is also some possibility that John Crawford will be joining in on some of
these sessions.
In the course of these, I use a combination of deeper questioning and mirroring,
didactic approaches including stories, and direct analysis to assist you in your
process. At times I might ask you to read certain material that will mostly be
available as online files.
But if you think this is “merely” about ideas, thoughts, and thought process,
“think again”!
This is really about pure and direct investigation by you, of your own core
consciousness. We begin with a confidential questionnaire that includes essay
style questions and a general waiver/disclaimer. Those who will be participating
will also have a copy of my official and non-official bio’s for their reference. If it is
possible, I will consider a secure video hookup via web browser, but no promises.
I am glad to have a short introductory email and phone visit with you if you wish
to make this a first step in the process.
What you email me and what we cover in these sessions, will not be shared with
anyone else.
-Alex
info@pfcn.net
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An Invocation, An Intention, An Attention
Please feel free to adapt this in a manner that works best for you. Please do attend
to this evening before retiring and during the day as well.
* I call upon my lower, middle and higher self. I call to my highest source
origins and connection to the highest levels of true Oneness and Creator of All.
* I invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction energies
to enter and descend my entire being down to my human levels and beyond.
* I also invite and call upon the fullest extent of the highest of the correction
energies to enter and flow through the space between my atoms and create and
maintain a continuous flow through the entirety of all of my being.
* I also call to me all the particles of the true light in my being and ask the
particles of true light in my being to also call to me.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1161.msg5485.html#msg5485
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A few Q&A concerning recent postings:
First I want to make absolutely clear once again that I do not place blame or fault
with humans per se - or with any one individual - with regard to “failing” to make
higher level connection, etc. or whatever else in terms of higher level spiritual
consciousness. Any breakthrough in this regard under the circumstances is truly
wonderful.
-ASK
Q&A
“…why those who have reached some spiritual realization are not more connected or
reassured?”

Many are making new connection with higher levels and are moving more into a greater
flow with this. These people rarely post on public forums and I only know of them
through a shared resonance and occasional private correspondence. If one feels “out of
the loop”, one of the “hazards” to being exposed to what is possible is that human self
can tend to be too harsh or internal judgmental, and believe “itself” lacking or failing, -like the glass empty/full problem. A few think that it is about seeing it is half full. But
there are those who learn to dispense with “the glass” (the paradigm) entirely and so there
is no longer a “problem”.
“… the idea that was presented about uploading (is) disturbing, because it represents a
one way flow.”

The “uploading” I refer to is a two-way flow. It is a matter of how you look at it and
what is learned from this dynamic two-way flow. Also, when personal “you” “arrive” in
a fuller way you will find your personal “self” lovingly greeted by your greater collective
self, etc. You will also find the truth to your true nature as a “personal self”. This is
described by some reporting on advanced stage NDE’s -or for those consummate OBE
travelers like Monroe. (One exception would those who are primarily of certain ETalien races.)
“I don’t quite get why its an impossibility for us to be given a measure of grace, protection,
providence, and also a link up and flow of needed information…”

That is largely what the “personal you” is about. Some individuations retained memories
of prior or parallel existence and the present human self shared in these from time to
time. Perhaps there was an incomplete “chapter or verse” somewhere or so there was a
“laundry list” to be on the look out for while in the 3d experiential state. Some managed
a small part of the “to do list”, some managed a large part of the “to do” list.
Our higher levels for the most part have little capacity to be of material help in the 3d they sent a portion of themselves to form a human self through the agency of a human
bio-vehicle. That is how it is. Only in rare cases is there the momentary focus of spiritual
energy in the moment of severe crisis. (For example, consider the stories of miraculous
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and paranormal events such as being moved through time and space to avoid a terminally
lethal situation. Most human selves are rarely ever aware of these things occurring and
how often there really are subtle interventions occurring of less dramatic effect.) If we
are quiet and still and open, our higher levels can be of some comfort. For some they look
to a more external influence such as “Jesus”, or Divine Mother, or angelic or other sort
of “other” guides. And for others it may be a more impersonal higher level of comfort
that flows forth. Or some combination of these.
“Protection and grace” is being addressed as a totality, except in extraordinary cases. It is
my impression that this is now the most effective way to go. As each human-level self
comes “online” with its greater existence, then options or opportunities will become
evident to each.
“If the nature of the human in its fallen state is easily exploited,
then there should have been some type of a countermeasure introduced to
equalize things. Instead we have Hierarchy, which is a facet of the
fallen system, where some people seem to have contact, ability,
protection...etc and others do not.”

Someone has to start the ball rolling and show how it is possible. I do not think that the
geese flying in the rear of formation are envious or upset over those sharing the lead.
Those in the lead have to change places every so often since they are faced with the most
difficult conditions. The v-formation helps to facilitate a an easier aerodynamic flow for
those in the middle or rear.
“There is a very evil reality that has been created with the dollar and the way its being
worked against people. … What I am telling you now is we are short on critical
information, and there is something wrong with that.”

Whatever the case... Again, why trouble yourself over this? It is what it is. And you have
learned that it so terribly and fundamentally wrong. But your human self can find ways
to buffer yourself from these things. Some people who wish to remain embodied, simply
relocate themselves to a simpler life so they are relatively free of these influences. In
most cases this requires some material tradeoffs. But that is what it is all about.
Minimizing being disturbed by all possible effect from the “dark empire” in all its forms
and maximizing opportunity to experience something “other”. Some people succeed at
this, others may find they are replicated old patterns in new ways. But those who realize
this can make changes based upon such basic personal knowledge that comes form
paying attention. But if one wants to have a materially “successful” life as per the extant
human paradigm - and have the spiritual growth, sooner or later these two realities will
grate severely enough that a choice will be required.
“The non predatory Zones cannot be hierarchical in the way humans understand it here,
but Holarchical. Hierarchy from standpoint of intervention would only exist for matters of
security during the correction or job descriptions, not control in a future setting.”
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Yes indeed, but there is always something of a “hierarchy” - but the human meaning of
this is not the same as the higher reality. “Hierarchy” simply and merely refers to a
distribution of focus and responsibilities. For example, you might have the intention of
something that eventually will be called “atoms”. You begin a process of focus al the
way down to the initial manifestational details of what an atom could or should be. And
then there is the question of whether to maintain the manifestational reality of “atoms”.
At some point, there will those aspects of focus that work on differentiating various
forms or properties and now we have different elements. And again there is the question
of which ones to maintain and in what forms, etc. With the Higher Oneness as an allpermeating quality of consciousness that facilitates self-regulation and awareness at all
possible levels, you could then call that “holarchy”. These are just words.
“I want to believe what you are saying about the correction, but I do not feel it like you do.
What I experience now is a further protraction of time and a sort of stalemate, or
stagnation with no seeming real change.”

The creational intention of forming a human self by the projection of any aspect of a
higher level self is sound and correct to my knowing. However, in the context of the
situation here on Earth, of harshly reinforced separation under the influence of the Dark
agenda, it is my sense that only through massive personal and collective change in the
spatial temporal reality that humans-on-Earth move in, can there a solution for this
version of humans. The importance of the original purpose to humans-on-Earth is such
that there is not the “time” for the many spiritual individuations through human form to
see the correction process through and therefore this is would be contribute to the impetus
to remove Earth and its surrounding space to a new zone, away from the dark sector
entirely. This is part of the basis for the visions of a “new earth”. The new human
expression that will succeed as a spiritual evolutionary contribution to the larger creation
processes will be that which is connected to the higher Oneness. Given the speed of the
higher level changes going on, one our personal contributions to ourselves and to the
larger process is to maintain our human selves as long as is appropriate and focus upon
our higher level connection. Like Velcro, the more of us who can maintain this higher
attractor, the stronger and more thorough will be the result.
-ASK
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